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ADOPT TO ADAPT TO BE ADEPT
-Abhigna S, PGDM 2013-15
Every little creature on this earth has something

Vociferous cry of children is annoying you. But if you

to teach us. Let us learn from chameleon today!

try to get reminiscences of your childhood wouldn’t

Chameleon is always set as a bad example but it

you find that atmosphere plausible?

has so many things to teach us. We often use this

Lines on your forehead are always visible on your face

phrase in our life ‘don’t change colors like a

when rest of your colleagues/peers/friends is having

chameleon’ but, let us learn how changing colors can

fun. Imagine you are hit by chameleons’ attitude and

actually help us!

be in a blithe mood. Forget your worriers. Then see

If we adopt the policy of adapting it can change our life

the changes it can bring in your life.

forever. It is always hard to adapt. We always think we

You are vexed at your grumpy boss. But try adapting to

are the best and any change in us is unnecessary. But

it! Forget that your boss exists or get used to his fussy

in true sense in one way or the other we always need

nature. Wouldn’t that make your life much easier?

to change. Change is the way of life.

You think your job is menial and you are dissatisfied.

For instance you are very comfortable wearing
jeans. You don’t want to change yourself and you went
in jeans to a formal party or a wedding. What will

But if you take up the challenges that come along with
your job and complete your work with grace, you will
end up loving it.

happen? You will end up looking incongruous and

If you think you are the best boss even when all your

feel embarrassed.

employees are opting out of job, how would that be?
If you make a little change in your routine by wishing

You love mobile phones which looked like a cordless
phone. Would you use that forever? You love ancient

them good morning could make a huge impact on
them.

Roman Era. So, will you dress up like them to your
work? Where will this anacronomous attitude take
you? Chameleon always blends itself into the
atmosphere. Let us try to adopt it and look forward
for the changes it brings in.

Don’t develop an obstinate personality thinking
that you rule the world. Instead think like a chameleon.
A chameleon never wants to stand out in a crowd
instead it believes in unity! One person cannot
change the entire world but together we can!It is

New office, new school, new college etc anything

common to feel enervated after a long day’s work.

new is hard to adapt and it takes time. So, let us give

At times everything can exhaust us; work to sleep!

it time. A chameleon changes its color to green in

Getting used to work will help us get off the

the green pastures. The same way let us also try to

enervation!

blend into the new atmosphere. Let us see how well

Simple changes in our habits make way for the new

it works out. Old issues looked with a new perspective

world. Discover the new you and start life afresh! Adapt

can look new!

to be adept!!
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